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Neshaten Repair Kits

The Repair Kit is used by Neshaten engineers and civilians to repair broken machinery, vehicles, or in the
case of starships, onboard systems. The kit's actual contents very greatly depending on what kit is
bought and where it is located.

The Kit came about in the early ER 220 year when the Neshaten began constructing vehicles for distance
travel, at the time only the vehicular kit and the weapons repair kits were created but for hte most part
both kits were basic and are still basic even to this day. The starship repair kit wasn't created until just
after ER 620, with all three kits still in production today. The kits were created and manufactured by
Shukara Armaments and Manufacturing.

Some of the kits are designed to be used only with vehicles, such as Vehicular Repair Kits, while other
kits are designed for ships and stations, such as the Starship Repair Kit. There are also weapon repair kits
as well.

Starship Repair Kit

Found on starships and on stations, the SRK is designed to serve the needs of soldiers serving on a
starship or a station, by supplying them with the tools needed to repair breaches in the hull or systems
that have either suffered damage during battle or have suffered a malfunction and need repairing. The
kits also have small bundles of cabling that allows them to replace fried or otherwise broken cables,
amongst a few other items.

The SRK comes with the most common of known tools, along with a hull repair tool and plasma wielding
torch.

Dimensions: 18“x8”8“
Price: 400 Rn.

Hull Repair Tool

The Hull Repair Tool contains powdered Crynatorium. When activated the tool transfers the Crynatorium
into a heating chamber and then pumps the heater material through a nozzle into the damaged area.
The technician then smooths the patch, and allows it to cool.

Vehicular Repair Kit

The Vehicular Repair Kit is a type of kit used to repair vehicles, whether it's a car, a fighter, or a shuttle,
anything smaller than a starship can be serviced on a temporary basis by this kit until the item that was
repaired can be brought to a more specialized facility.
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This kit has common tools used to fix vehicles, as well as a foam injector that can be used to fill holes in
tires by injecting the foam into the tire.

Dimensions: 12”x5“5”
Price: 400 Rn

Weapon Repair Kit

Found used by soldiers, the Weapon Repair Kit is a soldiers best friend and ally on the battlefield. It's got
tools needed to repair a broken down or jammed weapon, by allowing the soldier to take the weapon
apart and replace any damaged or broken components.

The kit also includes a blade cleaning case, which can be used to clean swords that are used by
Swordmasters, or bladed attachments found on the majority of Neshaten weapons - to help keep them
clean and ready to be used in combat.

Dimensions: 17“8”6“
Price: 400 Rn
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